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The objective of the project

The WINTUR Demo project will implement the technology demonstrated at the end of the preceding Research for SMEs project WINTUR. The purpose of the WINTUR Demo project is to further accelerate the pace of the technologies towards commercial maturity.

The follow-on project, WINTUR Demo, will comprise an industrialised monitoring system that will reliably inspect the structural integrity of the composite materials within a wind turbine blade.

Motivation

The need of the WINTUR DEMO project, arises because the vast majority of wind turbine blades are designed without the acknowledgement or the need for in-situ inspection. The technique presently used is visual inspection - a relatively slow, potentially dangerous, expensive technique of providing the user with the blade information sought. At present, the industry deploys hands-on-action as deemed necessary – usually long before a critical failure occurs.

The aim is to confine repairs to straight-forward up-tower repairs to prevent costly down-tower serious repairs that may require extended shutdowns. Autonomous condition monitoring will reduce or eliminate the need for inspection personnel to routinely visit these installations, which are often situated in hard-to-access sites in remote parts of the country.

Ultrasound institute

Will support the SMEs to all the technical issues concerning feasibility of system, validation of the prototype and installation procedures to new or existing wind farms.
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